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Statistics, State and Society in India

  The creation and stabilisation of authority, also of territorial states, by mobilising scientific knowledge, is an
important question in the history of science, and we stand to gain a new perspective on these processes by
studying India. Theodore Porter, a historian of statistics (and Fellow of this year), has argued that the rise of
quantification in social and economic investigation is not necessarily because of its success in the study of nature.
On the contrary, he argues, quantification grows from "attempts to develop a strategy of impersonality in response
to pressures from outside". Taking Porter's argument as a point of departure, I would like to map the "pressures"
that contributed to creating the space, specifically for statistics, and more generally for objectivity and
quantification, as obvious strategies to understand and explain the subcontinent.
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Political Arithmetic, Progress, and Productivity in India

  The creation and stabilisation of authority, also of territorial states, by mobilising scientific knowledge is an
important question in the history of science. Theodore Porter, a historian of statistics (and a Fellow of this year), has
argued that the rise of quantification in social and economic investigation is not necessarily because of its success in
the study of nature. On the contrary, he argues, quantification grows from "attempts to develop a strategy of
impersonality in response to pressures from outside". Taking Porter's argument as a point of departure, I would like
to map the processes that contributed to creating the space specifically for statistics, and more generally for
objectivity and quantification as obvious strategies to understand and explain the subcontinent.

I study national income accounting on the Indian subcontinent through three key episodes beginning in the late
nineteenth century and ending in the middle of the twentieth century. One aspect of these episodes is their ability
to narrate a global history of empire, nation, and sovereign where they intersect with the histories of quantification.
The other important aspect of these episodes is their collective entanglement with the history of liberalism and its
decline on the subcontinent.  
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